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Objective of CAEE

Primary purpose:

• Examine the relationship between agglomeration economies and 
city-regional/metropolitan governance

• Linking together two vigorous debates that have taken place, in 
academia and policy-making circles, largely independently:
• ‘New’ agglomeration economies to patterns of European spatial 

economic change and growing differences in the economic 
performance of urban areas

• Governance arrangements for ‘natural economic areas’ in facilitating 
effective adaptation to economic change

• Go beyond a ‘black box’ approach to assess which characteristics 
of city-regional/metropolitan governance, if any, enable and shape 
agglomeration economies and with what effect



Results of CAEE

The ‘new agglomeration’ and spatial economic change:

• Close correlation between metropolitan areas/city-regions in 
Europe which are characterised by intense concentrations of 
employment and Gross Value Added and those that have 
experienced highest net wealth creation in recent years. 
• Barcelona, Dublin, Lyon and Manchester all experienced economic 

growth rates that were high by European standards and stood out 
within their national contexts – i.e. they were important drivers of 
growth

• A growing productivity premium appears to be attached to urban 
employment density and diversity

• The highest rates of employment growth tend to be found in relatively 
high-value service sector activities at the core of each of the 
conurbations





Results of CAEE

The evolution of metropolitan/city-regional governance:

• Each of the case studies is characterised by substantially different 
experiences with the development of metropolitan or city-regional 
governance arrangements

• The one constant is the gradual, if sometimes faltering, 
development of stronger metropolitan/city-regional governance 
arrangements – but not necessarily dedicated institutions - over a 
20–40 year period

• Were we to rank our case study areas, Lyon would appear at the 
top, followed by Manchester, Barcelona and Dublin

• None of the institutions have a strong and direct influence over 
patterns of spatial economic change and agglomeration



Practical lessons of CAEE

Implications for policy:

• Growth post-recession is likely to be more dominated by a smaller 
number of key metropolitan areas and city-regions than was the 
case during the late industrial era

• Tension between non-spatial, competitiveness-based policies, 
driven by agglomeration, and spatial development and cohesion 
policies whose implicit mission has been to resist them

• Resolution will not necessarily be regressive if it is based upon the 
effective management of agglomeration processes:
• A policy regime that supports productivity improvement in areas of 

high potential in order to secure the means to support sustainable 
growth and adjustment in areas with lower potential has greater long-
term prospects for success



Policy development inputs

• Lyon – identified as the most developed governance structure
• CAEE highlighted this and endorsed their approach … and provided 

lessons for other partners

• Manchester – confirmed importance of agglomeration economies 
already recognised in existing governance structures
• CAEE helped support case for firmer institutional arrangements 

outside scope of governmental structures operating elsewhere in UK

• Barcelona – helped emphasise importance of metropolitan area to 
overall growth of region
• Imbalance of power remains between strong regional governance and 

weaker metropolitan governance that needs to be addressed

• Dublin – as the capital, already the focus for economic growth and 
policy
• CAEE highlighted need for more targeted city-region policy
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